Dowsing * More than Logic
A logical person holding a pendulum from their
fingertips may have to swing their arm for the
pendulum to move, the spiritual person may
not. You can ask who you are speaking with, it
may be a family member or friend who has left
our world, a guide or angel who can help guide
you to the answers for the questions you seek.
Some definitions from Webster and fellow dowsers:
Webster’s Dictionary ~ To search for water or minerals by means of a
divining rod. * I believe that dowsing is a God-given ability that, when
used only for the highest good for all concerned, can bring help in
different ways. * I don’t need to know why it works, only that it does.
* Asking questions either verbally or mentally and using the body or a
tool to seek and indicate an answer. * A spiritual science which inspires
one to use and develop their sixth sense. * To achieve better dowsing
results it helps if one BELIEVES, in God, a higher presence, Great Spirit,
universal life force, or as in the Star Wars movie “Use the force, Luke.”
Some Dowsing Tools

L Rods (cutting a clothes hanger
into 2 pieces works) and A Bobber
Pendulums:
Fishing weight on a string,
From a Pendulum maker,
Glass bead on a thread

Using a willow
or other tree
branch

Use dowsing to / for...
Knowledge:
For information, for answers to
questions, to help people in
need.
Personal Health and well being:
Which vitamins / minerals, how
many do you need.
Medications if they are okay,
what dosage. Selecting food.
Balancing your chakras with a
pendulum. Self healing,
mental & physical. Can use
when doing reiki.
Location of:
Water veins under ground, oil
reserves or natural gas, ley
and Hartmann lines, fissures,
minerals.
Buried objects:
Lines/pipes/cables: water,
electric, telephone, gas, sewer,
septic
Road culverts, tubes, old wells,
cisterns, outhouses, survey
section markers, cornerstones
Unmarked graves, treasurers,
property line markers, artifacts
(Indian, civil war, prehistoric)
Weather forecasting
Using maps or informational
dowsing
Lost objects:
Missing people (Ask if they
want to be found), missing
planes, ships, boats
Tools, personal items, rings,
wallets, car keys, etc.

Have a talk with your spirit guides:
Communicating with family,
friends or people from the past
who have crossed over to the
spiritual world, to talk or seek
guidance.
Angels
Selling or Buying an item
If you don’t know a price, ask
for the greater good of all
concerned.
If buying a car, ask which car
to buy.
Farming / Gardening
What to plant, where to plant
and when, what brand or
number of seed
Anticipate rainfall
Short: plant milo
Plenty: plant corn
Map dowsing:
Looking for water, gas, oil,
missing planes, people,
minerals, lost items, clearing
homes of noxious energy zones
and entities using the tone
method, looking for good
fishing spots, locating game
(deer, elk) before leaving
home, locating fault lines,
possible earthquake zones
Locating noxious energy zones
in and around your home or
work place
Police work
Do this only if asked
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